School ________________________

Rule

2: General Risk
.5/violation

4:1

.5pt. /violation

4:2

1 pt./violation

4:3

2 pts/ violation

4:4

3 pts/ violation

4:5

3 pts/violation

Category ____________________

Missouri Dance Team Association
State Championship
Spirit Rules Deductions

____ inappropriate gloves
_____ inappropriate brace

_____ inappropriate shoes _____ loose glitter
_____ inappropriate apparel for routine

_____ midriff

_____ improper Spotting Technique _____ missing Spotter _____ base holding prop while stunting
_____ base for extended stunts do not have
_____ base as headstand or backbend or handstand
_____ bracers supporting weight
weight in both feet

_____ illegal suspended roll _____ illegal extended inversion _____missing required number of
_____ illegal braced flips _____ illegal inversions _____ improper release
bases/braces
_____ illegal moving bases
_____stunt moving over/under a stunt
____ illegal extended stunt
_____ flipping/tumbling into a stunt/cradle _____ jumping onto the back of a table top
_____ illegal brace of legal extended stunt
_____ illegal moving from bases
_____ illegal single base stunt

_____ tosses (except quick toss)

_____ swan dive
_____illegal helicopter
_____ passing over/under person
_____ passing over/under/through prop _____ beginning/ending inverted
_____ switch liberty
_____ caught by different bases

_____ braced release transitions
_____ toe pitch
_____ braced released stunts

_____ illegal log roll

_____ no hand to hand contact
_____ improper # of bases for suspended splits
_____ faced down swinging stunt
_____ improper placement of bases for suspended splits
_____ faced down top person in a suspended stunt _____ swinging stunt above prep level

4:7

_____ non-assistant landing from stunt prep level or higher
_____ improper dismount with skill
_____ improper cradle
_____ improper use of new catcher
_____ tension drops

4:8

_____ tumbling over/under a stunt, person, prop _____ tumbling with prop in hand
_____ dive roll
_____ rebounding into a cradle/stunt _____illegal kip-up

4:9

Airborne drop that goes directly to:
_____ thigh _____ knee _____ split
without weight in hands/feet or controlled

4:10-12

_____tumbling on/over
_____ stunting on
_____ unaffixed stacked props
_____illegal inversion
_____ backward dismount _____ non-stabilized
_____ height
_____ improper spotting
_____ broken contact on 3 ft prop
_____ inverted dismount
_____ dimension of dancing surface of prop
_____ unassisted dismount (3ft +)
_____ non-visual contact with new prop
_____ sitting/standing on a held prop higher than waist high

1 pt/violation

3 pts/violation

2 pts/violation

2 pts/violation

20 pt maximum
deduction in each
area

_____ floor safety _____improper discarding of poms/props _____ unsportsmanlike conduct
_____ improper use of poms/prop
_____ inspection violations
_____ head mask ______gum/candy _____ inappropriate hair

4:6

3 pts/violation

Penalty
Assessed

_____ top person with prop
while cradling

_____ seat

_____ push up

position

Total Penalty Points Assessed
Judge’s Signature

